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ABSTRACT

We present a linear-time algorithm for the weighted median problem, which

arises as a subproblem in certain multivariate optimization problems, including

linear Li approximittior. The algorithm, which is stated recursively, is based on

the well known lioear-time algorithm for the standard median problem. Compu-
tational experience with the linear medi?.n algorithms for both the unweighted

and weighted cases is descriLjod.
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1. Introduction

The weighted median problem b the following: given n unordered real numbers Xi, • • • ,2,

and associated positive real weights Wi, ,w^, solve:

Tmnf{x)=tw,\x-x,\. (1)

If the weights are all one, the pioblem reduces to that of finding a median of n numbers, for

which a linear-time algorithm is weli known (see ilj,[5)).

The problem (1) arises as a subproblem - namely tie line search - in methods for solving the

multidimensional linear Lj probleni
( j2j, [3], [4]):

miu f]
I
aJx-0,

\
, where ^ t R""

, /3, f R,

and a method [7] for minimizing a sum of Euclidean norms:

min ^ I IA/7-*, I I2,
where A, t R"^', b^ t R'

.

These line searches are generally implemented by a partial sorting technique, using either heap-

sort or quicksort. The problem (1) is easily solved by such a method. To see this let us Erst

derive optimality conditions. It is easily seen that the left and right derivatives of f are respec-

tively given by:

/-'(')= E ^.- E ^,

//(x)= E "'.- E "'.•

1:1, > I 1:1, <i

Since f is convex and piecewise linear, a necessary and sufficient condition for x to solve (1) is :

/_'(j)<Oand/+'(j)>0.

or equivalently,

wtsumi<wtsum2+ wtsum^

wtsumi+ wt8um2^tutsumi
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where

wtsumi= V] w,, u!tsum2= 5] "'i. and li'/sumj = J] w, (2)

Clearly, a solution will always be given by one of the points r., although there may in some cases

be a continuum of solutions in the interval between two of the points.

An algorithm based on partial heapsorting therefore is described as follows:

1. Let 8=0, t='S2w,.
19=1

2. Form the {r, } in a heap.

3. While »</ do

extract the smallest of the remaining {z,

}

from the heap, say Xj, and readjis'. the heap.

3*-3+ Wj-, t*-t-Wj.

It is clear that the algorithm terminates with j:, an optin-.al oolutioa. Step 2 of the algorithm

requires 0(n) operations and Step 3 requires O(nlogn) (5ee [l]).

The purpose of this paper is (a) to describ* a '.eneralization of the well known linear-time

median algorithm to solve (1) in linear tuut. 'td (b) .o J< j>ib, cciuputational experience with

the "fast" linear algorithms for both tUc m^^,^^ aud «.<ight^u median problems. We investigate

several different forms of implemeniitiun aad «,aipi;imU, v.a!<.ijr.inc how large n must be to make
the algorithm practical.

2. A Linear-Time Algorithm for "«de Vi eiguie<i ProDltm

A linear-time algorithm for the unweighted median prookm is described recursively as fol-

lows (see [l]). The function is called initially with ar^umentj j— I, {^i,
• • • ,x„}, n.

function SELECT(t,S,n)

(* find the kth smallest element of the n elements in the set S *)

if n<64 then use a partial heapsort to find the kth clement

else begin

divide S into 1-^1 strips of 5 elements each

t strip

P be the set of the med „

If

sort each 5-e!ement strip

let MEDL\NSTRIP be the set of the medians of the 5-element strips

mm^ SELECT(I-^ , MEDLVNSTRIP,

let 5,, 52,5s be the sets of elements of S

less than, equal to and greater than mm, respectively, and

let Hi, Mo and n^ be the sizes of these sets.

if n,>Jk then return(SELECT(it,5i,rj,))

else if n,H- nz>k then return(mm)
else retum(SELECT(*-n,-n2,5s,n3))

end

The key to generalizing this algorithm to solve the weighted median problem is to write a

second procedure WTSELECT, with a similar structure, except that the first procedure call

within WTSELECT b to SELECT and the second call, in the if statement, is to WTSELECT



itself. The fact that the first call is to the unweighted median algorithm ensures retaining the

even split which gives the linear-time performance. The second call to VVTSELECT guarantees

that the algorithm finds the weighted solution. A weight parameter, balance, is passed in this

recursive call. Specifically, the weighted median is found by calling the following with arguments

{xi, ,Zn}, {wi, ,Wn},0, n:

function WTSELECT(X,W,6a/ance,n)

(* find I, such that balance+ wl3umi<wt8um2+ wtsuTUi

and balanced wt8umi+ wtstim^^ivtsum^

where wt8um,i= 1,2,3, are defined by (2). *)

if n <64 then use a partial heapsort to find the weighted median

else begin

Wdivide X into j— j strips of 5 elements each

sort each 5-element strip

let MEDIANSTRIP be the set of the medians of the 5-element strips

mm^SELECT(|-^ , MEDIANSTRIP,

let $ ,?2,'^ *)€ ±^,sete of elements of X
less than,: c ]ijal to aac": eater than mm, respectively, and

let ni^,.^i.^ : Hs be th?; sizes of these sets.

let Vi, V2, Vs bt- the sets of weights associated

with eac'j of the pointo in each set, and wtsumi,wt8umn and wlsum^

be the sums of the weights of the points in each of the sets.

if wtaumi+ batance>wt8um2+ wtsum^ then

TetuTn(WTSELECT(Si,Vi,batance-wt3um2-wt8umi,ni))
else if wt3umi+ wt8um2+ balattce>wtsum3 then return(mm)

else tet\iTii('WTSELECT(Ss,Vi,balance+ wtsumi+ wiaumo.nj))

end

The correctness of the algorithm is easily verified, and the argument that it runs in 0(n)
time follows the standard one for the unweighted median algorithm [l]. Note that VVTSELECT
reduces to SELECT when all the {w,} are equal to one, with balance playing the role of r!-2jfc

when the initial set size is even, and n+ 1-2* when the initial set size is odd.

Space requirements for the fast median algorithms are considerably higher than for the

O(nlogn) heapsort-variant algorithms. Procedure WTSELECT requires the following data struc-

tures, with space requirements in parentheses:

X(n), W(n), Si(^), VA,sA vA MEDIANSTRIP(U
)

Note that Sj and 5s need be only 3/4 the size of the original set, since the algorithm guarantees

that at most 3/4 of the points are less than the median of the medianstrip and at most 3/4 of the

points are greater than the median of the medianstrip. Moreover, virtually no space ncd be allo-

cated to S2, since all the elements of S2 are the same, namely mm. The only information that

must be stored is the number of elements in 5: and the sum of the associated weights.

In addition, procedure WTSELECT invokes the fast unweighted median routine SELECT
which has the following space requirements:

S(m), S,{^), 5s(-^), MEDIANSTRIP(I^I)W



Of course, when SELECT is called by WTSELECT, m = W
3. Experimental Results from Implementing Linear-Time Median and Weighted
Median Algorithms.

The linearity of the median algorithms depends on their implementation in a way which

minimizes the number of comparisons. A merge-insertion sort was used to sort the individual

6ve-element strips by using only seven comparisons. This sort is optimal in terms of number of

comparisons, since it achieves the information-theoretic lower bound of flog"!! comparisons (see

[6]). Inserting the median of the medianstrip into each of the individual five-element strips can be

done with two comparisons by using binary insertion.

In order to improve the running time of these procedures, we eliminated the recursion by

explicitly using a stack. Procedure WTSELECT is only tail-recursive, i.e., the recursive call to

WTSELECT is the last instruction in the body of the p.»-ocedure; SELECT, the regular median

routine, has, however, both tail recursion and a recursive call to find the median of the median-

strip. Eliminating tail recursion is trivial. All that needs to be done is to reinitialize the parame-

ters to the values of the new call and transfer control to the st?jt of the procedure. Eliminating a

recursive call from the middle of a procedure is more complicated since upon return from the

recursive call the procedure must resume comruirti.i hh ':-.. o Irjnal parameters and local vari-

ables. In general, the recursive call will :iMr%e tht^ vaJv?s oi ihe variables it accesses. Therefore,

the current values of the parameters ^"i \ local vaii?b'es ,nust be saved on a stack. Then the

recursive call can be initiated by re. aliz .•? paramfrts^s r nd transferring control to the start of

the procedure. In this way, upon re*i kn from a fccunivc call the values of the parameters and
local variables at a previous level of lecussion can be retrie -ed bv popping the stack and the cal-

ling environment can be restored.

The computational experiments reported below were porformed using the VMS Fortran

compiler with optimization on a VAX machine ac the Courant Mathematics and Computing
Laboratory. Figure 1 gives the CPU time, in seconds, for calls to the hespsort-variant procedure
and to WTSELECT for n<5000. The results were disappointing. WTSELECT certainly did not

seem to be linear and was consistently slower than the heapsort method.

n
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With regard to the second consideration, we implemented a new version of the fast regular

median algorithm. This new version has a structure isomorphic to that of WTSELECT. The
new version of SELECT is only tail-recursive, with the recursive call to calculate the median of

the medians being replaced by a call to a procedure "SELECT2" which is essentially a copy of

the original procedure SELECT (i.e., it contains two recursive calla to itself). As expected, this

did make the linear regular median routine faster. The new routine proved faster than the

heapsort-variant routine for n>c=!l3,000. For n=30,000 the CPU time for SELECT was

reduced to 9.38 seconds.

We then tested whether further refinements would further accelerate the running time of the

algorithm. We let SELECT2 itself be only tail-recursive, calling SELECTS instead of using a

recursive call to itself to find the median of the medianstrip. Again, this did result in further

speed-ups. For n>=23000 the fast routine proved faster. For n =30,000 the CPU time of

SELECT was reduced to 7.45 seconds.

Taking this one step further, v.e found that if we let SELECT3 call SELECT4, the fa.st

algorithm becomes faster than the heapsort algorithm for ««2000. At 30,000 the CPU time was

6.78. For set sizes of 30,000 one cannot go any further, since the rc.ur'iive caJl in SELECT4 is a

call on a problem the size of the original set, which would mean a set size of 12, at v/hich
2401

point there are no further recursive levels" The recursive call to find the median of the median-

strip involves solving a subproblerrf ot 1/7 the sfze of the original problem. For n<64 the heap-

sort method is known to require feweir comparisons than the fast method and is therefore used to

solve thej)roblem. Thus, the maximam number of recursive levels invoked for an initial set of

Of course, these refinements involve a time/space tradeoff. These modified algorithms

involve maintaining a few almost identical copies of SELECT in one program. The slight reduc-

tion in time at the expense of considerable increase in space requirements is of questionable value.

Obviously, using one of these variations of SELECT for the call in the weighted median routine

would further improve the time efficiency of WTSELECT.

Figure 6 compares the actual number of comparisons done by the median routines. It is

empirically clear that the number of comparisons done by the fast algorithms is linear in n.

n
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